Abstract. This paper generalizes a recent work of Vogan and Wallach [VW] in which they derived a difference equation satisfied by intertwining operators of reductive groups. We show that, associated with each irreducible finitedimensional representation, there is a functional equation relating intertwining operators. In this way, we obtain natural relations between intertwining operators for different series of induced representations.
Introduction
We use the convention of denoting a Lie group by a capital letter, and denoting its Lie algebra by the corresponding lower case German letter. A subscript C denotes complexification.
Let G be a real reductive group, P = MAN a parabolic subgroup of G with a given Langlands decomposition [Kn] , and <P(P, A) the set of positive restricted ^-roots corresponding to N. For v £ a£, let a" be the character of A : av = e"(loga), a £ A. Let o be an admissible representation of M, and Ha the representation space. In the sequel, we shall require a to have an infinitesimal character, whose definition is given in (2.1.5). We denote by Ip, o, v = ^i^manÍ0 ®av®l) the space of C°° functions, /, from G to Ha such that f(xman) = a~(v+p)o~x(m)f(x), where m£M,a£A,n£N, and p = pp, the half sum of the positive restricted ^4-roots counted with multiplicities. G acts on /p,CT," by left translation. Ip,a,v is usually referred to as the_ generalized principal series.
Let P = MAN be the opposite parabolic subgroup to P. We also define a representation of G by left translation in Ij a v = lndGMA-^(o®av ®l), the space of C°° functions, /, from G to Ha such that f(xmañ) = a~(-"~p^o~x(m)f(x). We recall the standard (but formal) intertwining operator: J(P:P,0,u)f(x)= f_f(xñ)dñ, f£lp,a,v.
Jn
It is well known (see [Kn] ) that if Re(u, a) > c = c" for a e Q>(P, A) and c" some constant depending only on a, than the integral defining J(P : P ,a ,v) converges absolutely. Moreover, in the range of convergence, we have J(P : P, a ,v): Ip,a,v -> Ij a " and it intertwines the (/-actions.
The problem of meromorphically continuing the operators J(P : P, a, v) was resolved in the early seventies by purely analytic methods (see [KSI, KS2] ). It was shown, among other things, that in the rank one case, one can in fact analytically continue these operators with respect to the parameter v, except at negative multiples of some value of v where they have simple poles. In this sense, these intertwining operators behave typically like the classical gamma function.
Therefore, it seems tempting and natural to ask whether these intertwining operators indeed have functional equations like the classical gamma function. This was first shown to be so by a recent work of Vogan and Wallach [VW] in which they derived a difference equation satisfied by intertwining operators. The method they employed was by tensoring with a finite-dimensional spherical representation. Clearly, that is the most efficient way of establishing the meromorphic continuation.
The purpose of the present work is to generalize and, at the same time, to explain the Vogan-Wallach result by tensoring with arbitrary finite-dimensional representations. It is fair to say that our main contribution is to show how simple and general the result turns out to be.
Some words about the organization of this paper are in order. In §1 ( § §1.1-1.2), some very general constructions from multilinear algebra are discussed. These constructions will enable us to define four maps T, S, U, V and obtain most of their properties in a rather transparent way.
In §2 ( § §2.1-2.8), two commuting diagrams are proved. The first commuting diagram ( §2.4) relates T, S with intertwining operators. Its proof relies solely on a simple property of some projection operator, which is discussed in §2.2. Our main result is contained in the second commuting diagram ( §2.7), which relates U, V with intertwining operators. Its proof uses a critical lemma due to Vogan, the first commuting diagram, and some general properties of T, S, U, V. What is important here is that the second commuting diagram gives us a functional equation connecting the intertwining operators J(p, v) and J(p + p\, v + v\), where (p\ ,v\) is a regular dominant integral infinitesimal character coming from an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of G. Moreover, it can be used to express J(p,v) in terms of J(p + p\, v + v\), not the other way around as in the case of the first commuting diagram. Following [VW] , the last section §2.8 gives some basic properties of the factor rf(A), which occurs in the second commuting diagram.
This work is part of the author's Yale thesis. He would like to thank his advisor, Roger Howe, for initiating the project and providing invaluable guidance throughout his graduate study.
1. Some multilinear algebra 1.1. Generalities on dual and tensor product of vector spaces. Let F be a finitedimensional complex vector space, and F* its complex dual. In this section, all our maps are linear.
There is a natural map (1.1.1) tr:F®F*-+C specified by tr(i> ® v*) = v*(v), v £ F, v* £ F*. This induces maps (U2) U®F®F*l^lTU,
Here, U is a complex vector space, possibly infinite dimensional. We can also think of this as defining contraction maps
(1 13) °V*: U®F^U> aov* = (l[/<g>tr)(a®v*), a £ U ® F.
Thus, (u®v) ov* = v*(v)u, u£U.
(1.1.4) Remark. For any dual bases {y,, y*} of F and F*, we havê 2(a°y¡)<2> y i = a, a£Ü®F. i We define lp to be the representation of G induced from p , i.e., kil = indGHp = {f: G^U\f(gh) = p-x(h)f(g), g£G,h£H).
G acts on XM by left translation. Since p is a finite-dimensional representation, tensoring with p is a welldefined, purely algebraic operation.
The following proposition is quite routine, but because it is simple and yet very useful for our later purpose, we include a detailed proof.
(1.2.1) Proposition. The mapping a : Xß® p -> Xp^p\H specified by 
We construct an inverse of a. Let 4> £ Xßl$p\H ; then (¡>(g) £ U ® F . Given a basis {y,} of F and a dual basis {y*} of F*, we know that {p(g)~lyi} and {p*ig)~xy¡} are again dual bases of F and F*. Therefore, we can write <l>{g) = Y,(<Kg) ° P*ig)~lyî) ® rt*)_Itt (see Remark (1.1.4)).
i 
Composing with a : X" ® p* -> Xv^p-\h gives us a (/-intertwining map
which is computed by the formula (1.2.10) ((4)Ga)(f®v*)(g) = T0(f(g))op*(g)-xv*, f£Xv.
Let us compare (1.2.6) with (1.2.9). If f £ Xv, and v* £ F*, then we
In other words,
Suppose we have a submodule
(1.2.12) PiQp\h, FiCF.
Let Pi be a projection map from F onto Fi (not necessarily a //-map) (see Remark (1.1.6) for the definition of such a map). Suppose the image of T0 ç U ® Fi . Then T0 = (lu®Pi)T0.
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Hence if f £ Xu and v* e F*, we can compute
Therefore, we have
2. Natural relations between intertwining operator 2.1. Preliminaries. Let g be a complex reductive Lie algebra. Choose a Borel subalgebra b of g, and thus a Cartan subalgebra fj ç b.
(2.1.1) The irreducible finite-dimensional representations of 0 can be parametrized by their highest weights with respect to b , which are dominant integral (see [Hu] ).
(2.1.2) Let %f(&) be the universal enveloping algebra of g, and -£(<&) its center. We know from Harish-Chandra (see [VI] , for example) that the homomorphisms of 2"(q) into C can be parametrized by elements of \)*/WG, the set of Weyl group orbits in fj*. Let CG be the positive Weyl chamber specified by our choice of b . It is a fundamental domain for the action of WG on h*. For A £ CG ç fj*, the corresponding homomorphism of 2"(q) into C is denoted by XxWe fix our parabolic subgroup P = MAN as in the Introduction. Choose a Borel subalgebra bo of mc , and thus a Cartan subalgebra bo Q bo • Then b = b0 © nc is a Borel subalgebra of gc , and fj = h0 © ac is a Cartan subalgebra contained in b.
(2.1.3) We can apply (2.1.1) to the Lie algebras mc and gc. Thus if pi £ bg is dominant integral with respect to bo and in the weight lattice, the unique irreducible finite-dimensional representation of M with this highest weight is denoted by oßx . Similarly if (pi, v{) £ fj* is dominant integral with respect to b, pi £ i)l, vi £ ac , the corresponding irreducible finite-dimensional representation of G is denoted by F^, ", . 
we say n has the generalized infinitesimal character x ■ If X -Xx ) X £ CG (see (2.1.2)), we shall also say n has the infinitesimal character X (resp. generalized infinitesimal character X ).
We quote the following result from [Kn] . Let (n, V) be a Harish-Chandra module, i.e., a finitely generated admissible Similarly, if F is a Harish-Chandra module of M, we denote by Pff the projection operator from the space of K n M finite vectors of E to the subspace with the generalized infinitesimal character p £ Cm , the positive Weyl chamber specified by our choice of bo in mc . Proof. Use gc = ñ + m + q + n, the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, and the irreducibility of F . We leave the details to the reader.
We denote by F# and F^, the projections to FN and (F*)N, according to the decompositions (2.2.2) and (2.2.3), respectively. They are MAhomomorphisms.
We prove the following properties of Pn and Pj¡.
(2.2.4) Proposition, (i) PN(Jiv) = PN(v), ñ£Ñ, v £ F ; P^(nv*) = P^v*), n£N, v* £F*.
(ii) Pn and P-^ are adjoint to each other as elements oj'End(F) and End(F*). Proof, (i) By definition, we have Pn(Xv) = 0, X £ñ, v £ F. From the well-known relationship between a Lie group and its Lie algebra, it follows that PN(nv) = PN(v), ñ£Ñ, v £ F.
(ii) Let We recall here that F^ is the projection operator onto the generalized infinitesimal character p + px . We caution the reader that oßl has the infinitesimal character pi+ Pm instead of pi, where Pm is the half sum of the positive bo roots in mc . Let //>,"+",,"+", = lndGMAN(oß+ßi®al'+^ ® 1).
We shall define below four maps T, S, U, V, which fit into the following two diagrams: The reader is referred to § §1.1 and 1.2 for various notation used in the following.
We have the natural inclusion: We know by (1.2.11) that zj = F+, i.e., for a £ <f>(P,A), then both integrals defining J(P : P,p,u) and J(P : P, p + pi, v + vi) converge absolutely (see the Introduction). by Remark (1.1.6), since f(gñ) £ oß+ßl = Pß+ßfoß ® oßl) Qoß® oßl , and the underlying space of oßl is FN . Therefore, S(J(P:P,p,v)®I)Tf(g) = P^ (j f{gñ)<*ñ)= j_figñ)dñ = J(P:P,p + ßi,v + vi)f(g), which is the desired commutativity.
2.5. Vogan's Lemma. The following lemma is due to Vogan [VI] .
(2.5.1) Lemma. Let g be a complex reductive Lie algebra, I ç %Z(q) any two-sided ideal, and let ZT¡ denote the category of %{^¡-modules M such that I-M = 0. Let <f> be any natural construction which associates to each object X in ¿5/ the following %f(%)-module map:
cpx : X -» X.
Then there is a unique element Z £ Z(g)/I n Z£(g) such that, for all X £ Z7¡,
Here Z is a representative of Z in 3~(q). In particular, z//n5'(g) is maximal in .Z'(g), then there is a constant c £ C such that 4>x(x) = ex, x £ X.
(2.5.2) Remark. A formula for Z is also given in [VI] , namely, Z = 0Ar/(jr( 1)), where Nj = %f(g)/I and 71 is the natural map from %Z(q) to N¡.
From the above lemma, it follows 2.6. Properties of T, S, U, V. We refer the reader to §2.3 for the definitions of T, S, U, V. We first give a simple lemma about the induction functor.
(2.6.1) Lemma. Ind^^ and lndGMA-^ are exact functors. Proof. As an induction functor, it is always left exact. Since G = KM AN, restricting lndGiAN to K gives an isomorphism.
Since
and Indent: is right exact by the "unitary trick," we see that Ind^^ is also right exact. We observe that (i) F0 is injective.
(ii) So is surjective. The exactness of the two induction functors implies (2.6.2) Proposition. F is injective and S is surjective.
Assume rff(pi) ^0, and let {wj} and {w*} be any dual bases of oßl and oß The proofs of the following two propositions can be copied almost word for word from [VW] . We give some details for the sake of completeness. Since <pi(v) ^Q, S is a linear isomorphism by Proposition (2.6.5), and so
Thus, by contracting with y* and summing over z, we obtain by Proposition (2.7.5) Remark. In [VW] , a similar commutative diagram is proved with F an irreducible finite-dimensional spherical representation. Our proof is different from theirs. (2.8.1) Proposition (Wallach) . If X is a dominant integral regular infinitesimal character, then
Ua>0Í¿>a>
Proof. Let pG be the half sum of positive fj roots in gc , as usual. Let Fx-Pc be the irreducible finite-dimensional gc-module with highest weight X -pG, which exists by our assumption on X. By Proposition (2.5.3), we have E puhim ® Vi) ° y¡ = rfiA)m. m e Fx-pG. i Let {Wj} and {w*} be dual bases of Fx-Pa and Fj* . In particular, the above identity gives E ptÁwJ ® vu ° y* = rîiA)wJ vf Hence by contracting with w* and summing over j, we obtain (2.8.2) e E ?&aK ® y*) ° y¡ °w* = rf (A) E wj °w; = r?(A) <amfa_,c.
Since the left-hand side is independent of the choice of dual bases {Wj®y¡} and {w* ®y*} of FX-Pa ® FA and (Fx-Pa ® FA)*, we have Let W(A) be the region of X such that if r is a b-weight of FA and t / A, then Xx+xiC) # ^+a(C). Recall here that C is the second order Casimir operator and Xx+x is the infinitesimal character associated to X + x e ff via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (see §2.1). Thus W(A) is the complement in b* of a finite number of hyperplanes. The proof of the following proposition is essentially given in [VW] . where 7z(FA) is the set of b-weights of FA (see [Ko] ).
Let r(r) be such that Let 0(b, h) be the set of positive b roots in gc specified by our choice of Borel subalgebra b . The above proposition clearly implies
